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Abstract (en)
The invention concerns an alarm stystem including an alarm container comprising a back plate (12) for mounting to a wall (15) or the like, the back
plate having edges (20,21,22) projecting forwardly and inwardly therefrom and9an inner cover (50) having edges (52) projecting backwardly and
outwardly therefrom and extending at substantially the same angle as the edges of the back plate (12), the edges of the inner cover (50) being
dimensiond to fit within and against the edges of the back plate (12), the inner cover and the back plate together providing a substantially closed
inner container. An outer cover (25) is dimensioned to fit over the inner cover and spaced therfrom so as to be secured to the back plate to provide
therwith a substantially closed outer container. The outer cover (61) apart from screw holes for securing it to the back plate, has no openings therein.
The alarm system includes one or more mercury tilt switches (63,64) mounted on the inner and/or the outer cover and arranged to set off the alarm
when the associated cover is tilted more than a predetermined amount or subjected to more than a predetermined shock. A mounting plate (40)
on which a siren/loud speaker system (28) with its electronics is mounted, is mounted to the back plate. The mounting plate or back plate includes
forwardly projecting walls (45,47) projecting at least to within a small distance of the front wall of the inner cover. A stroble light (80) is embedded in
a block (81) of plastics material secured to the outer cover so that no wiring is accessible. <IMAGE>
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